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auestion No. I is compulsory.

Attempt any four questions from

Question No. 2 to 7, selecting at least one

question from each of the Sections I. II and III.

Give full explanation for each question.

Marks are indicated against each question.

Use of Simple Calculator is allowed.

l. Short answers with proper justification are expected in ail the

five parts of this question. Each part is of 3 marks : 5x4:20

(r) Discuss the skewness for the distribution in which :

mean<median<mode.

(ii) Find two regression equations from the followine data :

XY
Mean 3 g5

Standard deviation ll g

Correlation coefficient 0.6
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(ril) A union wage negotiator feels that the probabilities

are 0.40, 0.30, 0.20 and 0'10 that the union members

will get Rs. 1.50, Rs. 1.00, Rs. 0.50 or no raise per hour.

What is the exPected raise ?

(rv) If the correlation'coefficient between two random

variables X and Y is zero, then what can you say about

the independence of random variables ?

(v) In a random sample, 136 of400 persons given a flu vaccine

experienced some discomfort. Construct a95o/o confidence

interval for the true proportion of persons who will

experience some discomfort from the vaccine.

Section I

Calculate the correlation coefficient for the following heights

in inches of father, X and their sons, Y : n
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You are given the position in a factory before and after the

settlement of industrial dispute ' n

Before clisPute After disPute

No' of workers 3ooo nm

Mean Wages (Rs.) D0 230

Median Wages (Rs.) 250 244

Standard deviation' 30 '26

Compare the position before and after the dispute in respect

of:

(l) VariabilitY

(ii) Skewness

(rii) Modal wages.

Section lI

The marks obtained in a certain examination follow the normal

distribution with mean 45 and standard deviation 10' If 1000

students appeared at examination' calculate the number of

students scoring , T

(,) less than 40 marks

(ti) more than 60 marks

(iii) between 40 and 50 marks'

Records show that 30o/o of all patient9 admitted to a medical

clinic fail to pay their dues and eventually their bills are for-

given. Suppose four patients represent a random selection from

P.T.O.
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the large set of prospective patients served by the clinic. Find
the probabiliry rhat ;

(, all patient's bills wilt evenrually be forgiven

(ii) at least one patient bill will be forgiven. n
Section lll

The mean life time of sample of 100 fluorescent light tubes
produced by a company is computed to be 1570 hours with
a standard deviation of 120 hours. The company claims that
the average life of the tubes produced by the company is
1600 hours. Using the level of significance of 0.05. is the
claim .acceptable ? n
(Given that : Zoor: x| .96, Zoot = *2.5g, Zuor: 1.65,
Zo ot 

: 2.33)

The following are the numbers which a random sample of nine
salesmen of industrial chemicals in a city and a random sample
of six salesmen of industrial chemicals in another city made over
a fixed period of time :

ciry I : 41,47,62,39, 56,64,37,61, 52

city 2 : 34, 63,45, 55, 24. 43

Use the 0.01 level of significance to test whether the difference
between the means of these two samples is significant. 20

(Given : to.or. r+ = 2.624, /oor, rs : 2.602, toor. r: : 2.650,
rooos, 13 

: 3.012)
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